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ABSTRACT  

A Layout design is a complex problem. It requires the consideration of a multiple and conflicting objectives. In 
this paper, we propose a multi-criteria decision making approach to analyze and select layout planning for industrial 
workspace. In fact there are multitudes of qualitative and qualitative criteria that are involved in the decision making 
process. We propose an approach based on linguistic evaluation and pairwise comparison, mathematical modeling and 
genetics steps design process. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The Layout design analysis aims to construct an 
ergonomic industrial space that can increase the 
profitability and maximize the exploitation [14]. 

The configuration of an industrial workspace 
reveals an organizational and a financial challenge [12, 
17]. The type of production has a big influence on the 
workspace design planning and the production resources 
management [21]. However the market evolution and the 
unpredictability factor oblige to maintain high flexibility 
and profitability level. In fact, these restrictions and 
obligations have a huge impact on the design planning and 
the production resources localization [11]. 

So, in order to achieve cost reduction aims, a high 
developed client service and maximize the product quality, 
the industrial organizations have to adopt new strategies. 
The selection a suitable facility layout design for a 
workspace is one of the most important issues to fulfill the 
objectives [18]. We suggest in this paper a developed 
approach to deal with decision making for industrial 
design planning. The objective of our methodology is to 
evaluate and handle various decision criteria and respect 
the preferences of the decision maker, the proposed 
approach is based on linguistic evaluation and par wise 
comparison.   
 
2. LITERATURE REVIEW  

The definition of the physical and geometrical 
organization of a problem is a facility layout problem 
(FLP). The issue can be represented in the determination 
of the facilities location while respecting economical 
objectives, manufacturing restriction and environmental 
obligations. The complexity and the importance of the 
FLP is discussed in various papers; In 1955 Tompkins and 
White [1] revealed that 8 percent of the US gross national 
product has been spent annually on new facilities 
including the modification of the existing facilities. 
Francis and White [2] claimed that from 20 to 50 percent 
of the total operating expenses in manufacturing are 
attributed to materials handling costs. These costs can be 
reduces by 10 to 30 percent due to an effective facilities 
planning [3]. The most common objective used in the 
optimization models is  

The minimization of the materials handling cost. 
Qualitative factors are also considered such safety, 
flexibility of layout for future design changes, noise and 
aesthetics [2].  

The facility layout problem is a cross-cutting 
problem, it is an optimization problem which arises in a 
several study cases such as printed circuit board design; 
layout design of hospitals, schools, and airports; 
backboard wiring problems; typewriters; warehouses; 
hydraulic turbine design; etc [3]. In our study, we are 
interested in the facility layout of industrial plants 
(manufacturing area). The concerns are to find the most 
efficient arrangement of 'n' facilities or departments in 'n' 
locations. The definition of the problem and its objectives 
is depending on the needs and requirements of the 
engineering process and the economical challenges. In 
most research work; minimization of the handling cost in 
the most considered objective which is a quantitative value 
although Mecklenburgh [4] and Francis et al. [5] 
introduced qualitative objectives for the FLP.Reduced 
material movement [6, 7] lowers work-in-process levels 
and throughput times, less product damage, simplified 
material control and scheduling, and less overall 
congestion.  

The output of the FLP is a block layout that 
specifies the relative location of each department. The 
details of the final structure can be obtained by the 
specification of the production line, the geometrical 
restrains of the workspace and the input/output point 
locations.  

There isn't big change in the objectives of the 
FLP in recent research. The main focus is the development 
of new methodologies to achieve better performance and 
effectiveness of the manufacturing systems. Moatari-
Kazerouni et al considered in their work non usual factors 
such as safety, flexibility for future design changes, noise 
and aesthetics; they focus on the safety concerns of a 
layout plant by including occupational health and safety 
(OHS) and transportation cost [8]. Yahya and Saka used 
multi-objective artificial bee colony algorithm with Levy 
flights to design plant layout in construction site [9]. 
Dynamic layout plant types are very discussed 
problematic; the requirements of the improved customer's 
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demands oblige the manufacturing production process to 
quickly chance according to the needs of the market. Said 
and El-Rayes did a comparative study of the genetic 
algorithm method and Approximate Dynamic 
Programming regarding their effectiveness of reaching 
optimum solutions and reducing the computational time 
[10]. It was found that ADP outperformed GAs in terms of 
effectiveness and efficiency. However, GAs still prove to 
be a viable optimization tool because of its simplicity and 
multi-objective optimization capabilities. Komaki et al 
established a rule based layout planning methodology 
named Head-Tail to deal with the total flow and 
qualitative closeness of a block layout. The methodology 
proved its efficiency comparing with Systematic Layout 
Planning method. The results show that Head-Tail method 
can find efficient solution with promising quality [11]. In 
our paper, we aim to improve their model by considering 
three important criteria: the production flow, frequency of 
control and urgency of service. The aggregation of the tri-
criteria into one-criterion model is based on the Agezzoul 
approach [12]. The determination of the final block layout 
is also improved by adopting a new improved rule based 
approach inspired from the classic Head-Tail method. A 
new geometrical solution is proposed.  
 
3. INTREST OF THE STUDY 

The manufacturing system is always on the 
movement. The fast development of the customer 
demands and the increasing demand level of customized 
product lead to the obligation to continually improve the 
manufacturing process in order to keep the competitively 
force. We aim in this paper to determine the most optimal 
block layout that serves the best the needs of the 
manufacturing process. There is a multitude of criteria to 
be considered in the decision making process and various 
methodology dealing with this problematic. The focus of 
our approach is the improvement of the rule based 
methodology "Head-Tail". The objectives of the original 
approach are to minimize the total flow and improve the 
qualitative closeness of a block layout. Komaki et al based 
their decision on the interdepartmental production flow to 
place the department/machine in the location grid. The 
classic Head-Tail approach proved its effectiveness 
regarding the SLP method with better result in minimizing 
the total flow (see equation 1).   
 TF = ∑ ∑ w d== (1) 
 w : The flow from department i to department j. d : The distance from department j to location i. 
 

The proposed approach aims to improve the 
methodology by considering three decision criteria; the 
base of the new developed approach is to a combination of 
the decision criteria in a way to have one unique value that 
serves as the decision base. The aggregation method is 
used to transform the tri-criteria problem to a single 
criterion problem, and the method of relative distance to 

an objective is used to bring the objectives to the same 
scale. (Aguezzoul, 2005).  

The geometrical placement of the department is 
improved with the consideration of leveled block layout. 
The objective is to place the department in order of 
importance and priority.  

The next section represents the decision criteria 
and detailed aggregation model, as well as the evaluation 
process.    
 
4. DECISION CRITERIA AND EVALUATION 

METHODOLOGY 

Layout design problem is a complex decision 
problem involving many criteria such as: Material flow, 
need for personal contact, supervision, control, frequency 
of control, urgency of service, cost of utility distribution 
and degree of paperwork movement (Cambron and Evans, 
1991. Taho Yang and Chunweu Kuo (2006). Tijen Ertay et 
al, 2006))[15][19][20]. Our approach aims to study and 
analyze those criteria in order to create a layout planning 
that respects the decision maker preferences.  
 
4.1 Structure and hypothesis 

In this paper we chose to focus our study on these 
three important criteria:  
 
 Input and output  

 Frequency of control 

 Urgency of service 

The structuring step requires a study unit. In fact, 
the objective is to construct a layout order that serves best 
the production needs and the ergonomic requirements. So, 
to accomplish our purpose, we define a production line 
segment L  as a study unit in order to be evaluated and 
analyzed regarding to the decision criteria.  

NB: L  is the line production segment presented 
by the machine "i" and the machine "j" in a way that no 
other machine can be included between these two.  
 

 
 

Figure-1. Pair of department diagram. 
 
4.2 The decision criteria and the quantification step 

We define the criteria as follows:  
 

Definition 1: Input and output criterion 
represents the total annual number of materials/products 
that goes throw  L  regarding all production lines. We 
define input and output criterion by:  
 α = i�put i + output j (2) 

Definition 2: Frequency of control Fc  is the 
amount of time  L  needs personal intervention. This 
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criterion will add an agronomical advantage to the layout 
bloc, increase the safety level and reduce maintenance 
time.  

Definition 3: Urgency of service criterion 
represents the placement order of L  regarding the 
production lines [We suppose we have "n" production 
line]. In fact, in every production line the segment  L  
have a different scheduling number, it can be in the 
beginning, in the middle or even in the end of the 
production process. It depends of the nature of the product 
and the requirement of the engineering processing plan. 
We define the urgency of service by:  
 US = ∑ O= (3) 

 
n: The number of production lines O : The order of L in the production line number "k"; 
with k 1. �  
 
We define the criteria's medium average as:  
 α = ∑ α== �⁄ (4) 

 Fc = ∑ Fc== �⁄ (5) 

 US = (6) 

 
With m: number of L  and n: The number of 

production lines 
These criteria and there medium values are a very 

important element involved in the calculation of the 
importance of L . 
 
4.3 Evaluation approach 

The evaluation step aims to measure the 
importance of each criterion. The decision makers choose 
to express their attractiveness to the criteria in different 
ways: semantic and numerical (Jean-Claude Vansnick, 
2002)[13]. So, in order to unify these judgments, we 
propose an approach based on the pairwise comparison 
between the criteria [the approach is inspired from the 
AHP method], the linguistic judgments are affected to a 
numerical equivalence. Those evaluation affectations are 
listed in the following Table: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table-1. The evaluation scale. 
 

Importance Numerical rating 

Equal Importance 1 

Weak Importance 3 

Strong Importance 5 

Very Strong Importance 7 

Absolute Importance 9 

 
NB: 2, 4, 6, 8 are intermediate values. 
 

The objective of evaluation methodology is to 
create and assign for each criterion a weight that 
represents its importance, and also the preferences of the 
decision maker. The genetic rules for the weight 
calculation are as follows:  
 
 Pairwise comparison between the criteria according 

the evaluation scale table, , ∀ , 1.3 . 

 For each criterion calculate the sum the numerical 
comparison affectation:  ∀i 1.3 ∑ u= (7) 

 
 The criterion's weight is:  

∀i 1.3 W = ∑3= ∑ u= (8) 

 
The next table shows the weight calculation 

process. 
 

Table-2. Weight calculation. 
 

 ��  ��  ��  Sum Weight �  u  u  u  ∑ u=  = ∑ u=3  Cr  
 

u  u  u  ∑ u=  = ∑ u=3  

�  u  u  u  ∑ u=  W = ∑ u=3  

 
The evaluation is an important step involving the 

decision maker preferences; it is a numerical 
representation of the criteria's importance and priority. In 
fact, these weights contribute in the L  importance value 
calculation formula "V ".   
We consider:  
 �� = | α −αα |(9) 
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� � = | �� −����� |(10) 

 � = | � −� �� |(11) 

 
So the  calculation formula is the following: 
 ∀ = × αa + × Fca + × USa (12) 
 

The block layout construction process is based on 
the consideration of  "V "  value.  
 
5. LAYOUT DESIGN PLANNING 

The planning process start with the L that have 
the highest V  value as partial layout, then progressively 
including the rest of the workstations until the final design 
construction.The selection of layout placements is based 
on a multiple quantitative and qualitative data. The layout 
design methodology is inspired from "Head-Tail" 
approach by Komaki et al (2014)[16].  
 
5.1 Genetic steps and rules of the approach 

In the beginning of the design planning process, 
we define two series Aa�dB. We set Aas the principal 
series; it contains the permanent implementation order of 
the workstations and B  as the potential series and it 
represents the candidate pair of workstations to be 
considered for planning.   

The genetic steps of the design planning approach 
are the following:  
 
 Racking the set of  V  values.  
 Set the pair of workstation with the highest value of V  as .  
 Use the designing rules to combine Aa�dB  are :  

- If A = ∅, then set  A = B. 
- If A B = ∅and A ≠ ∅ temporarily ignore the 
sequence B 
- If A B ≠ ∅ and B ⊂ A  permanently discard the 
sequence B  
- If A B ≠ ∅ and B ⊄ A include the "result-element" 
into A regarding the implementation rules. 
- Set the pair of workstation with the next highest 
value of V  as the new .  

 Determine the geometrical implementation levels 
 
NB: the "result-element" of B which does not belong to A. 
 

The designing rules are a set of steps that help the 
decision maker to construct machine's implementing order 
and the block layout. The following example shows the 
string of steps.  
 
Example:  

Let's consider A = {M , M , M , M } and B = {M , M }; M  as the workstation number "i", i 1.5  
 

 A B A a�d A B A, so the element result to be 
included is "M ".  

 There is a conflict for M location. Use the designing 
rules to solve the complexity and find the location. the 
next graphical presents the steps: 

 

                                        ?    ?                                                

 
- If V > V ⇒ M should be located between M &M  
- If V < V ⇒ M should be located between M &M  
- If V = V ⇒ M should can be located between M &M  or M &M  
 
6. CASE STUDY 

The objective is to design a workspace of six 
workstations: 
 

Table-3. Workstations. 
 

Number Name Label 

1 Receiving RC 

2 Roll storage STR 

3 Manufacturing MAN 

4 Product quality control QUA 

5 Packaging PACK 

6 Shipping SHIP 

 
The production criteria data are as follows: 
 

Table-4. Input and Output evaluation data �� . 
 ��  RC STR MAN QUA PACK SHIP 

RC # 0,592 0,646 0,261 0,538 0,1 

STR 
 

# 0,65 0,261 0,1 0,1 

MAN 
  

# 0,642 0,646 0,261 

QUA 
   

# 0,516 0,39 

PACK 
    

# 0,39 

SHIP 
     

# 

 
Table-5. Frequency of control �� . 

 ��  RC STR MAN QUA PACK SHIP 

RC # 0,602 0,623 0,333 0,575 0,1 

STR 
 

# 0,64 0,576 0,333 0,333 

MAN 
  

# 0,611 0,631 0,333 

QUA 
   

# 0,575 0,4 

PACK 
    

# 0,576 

SHIP 
     

# 
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Table-6. Urgency of service �� . 
 ��  RC STR MAN QUA PACK SHIP 

RC # 0,604 0,665 0,332 0,332 1,33 

STR 
 

# 2,66 0,665 0,665 0,266 

MAN 
  

# 0,636 0,665 0,266 

QUA 
   

# 0,3325 0 

PACK 
    

# 0,19 

SHIP 
     

# 

 
Table-7. Criteria's priority evaluation. 

 

 ��  ��  ��  Sum Weight Cr  1 8 7.5 16.5 5.5 Cr  1/8 1 1/3 1.325 0.48 Cr  1/7.5 3 1 6.13 1.33 

 
Table-8. Values. 

 

 
RC STR MAN QUA PACK SHIP 

RC # 4,466 4,844 2,103 3,869 1,98 

STR 
 

# 6,875 2,679 1,548 1,149 

MAN 
  

# 4,782 4,852 2,036 

QUA 
   

# 3,746 2,545 

PACK 
    

# 2,911 

SHIP 
     

# 

 
Table-9. The ranking of . 

 

 
RC STR MAN QUA PACK SHIP 

RC # 5 3 11 6 13 

STR 
 

# 1 9 14 15 

MAN 
  

# 4 2 12 

QUA 
   

# 7 10 

PACK 
    

# 8 

SHIP 
     

# 

 
The steps of the design methodology:  
1. The first high ranked is = { � � } aso A={ � � } .  A = { � � } and = { � � } 

We have : { = { � } ≠ ∅ ⊄ A  

So the new sequence is:  = { � � � } 
3.  The next iteration is = { � } ; We have:  { = { � } ≠ ∅ ⊄  

The workstation { } can be included between{ �� } � { � � },however we have: � � >� ��  . So the new A sequence is:  

= { � � � }                          
 
4. The next B is { � �} ; We have: { = { � }  ≠ ∅⊄  

The workstation  { � } is connected to { �}, { } and { � }. But regarding the V  Values table we have:  { � �� > � �� �� > � �  

So the new A sequence is:  = { � � � }                                               � 
 
5. The next= { �} ; We have:  { = { , �}  ≠ ∅⊂  

Therefore we discard permanently this B sequence. 
 
6. The same iteration will be repeated for ={ � }� = { � � }. We permanently 
discard these two sequences because ≠ ∅� ⊂

.  
 
7. The next high  value is = { � ℎ }; we 
have:  { = { � }  ≠ ∅⊄  

The location of { ℎ } is as follows:   = { � � � ⟷ ℎ }                                               � 
 

The block layout should be in two levels, the next 
figure will show the design:  
 

 
 

Figure-2. Final block layout. 
 

The classic Head-Tail method divides the block 
layout determination problem into two parts: single row 
and multiple rows. Basically, the methodology is the same 
for the two sub-problems, with the addition of shaping 
rules.  

Our geometrical proposal of the block layout 
shows the importance of the rows. The levels are a 
representation of the priority of the interdepartmental 
relation which helping the decision maker and gives a 
clears view of the workspace department's locations.  
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In general, the studied problematic is similar to 
quadratic assignment problem (QAP), for future research 
we would like to compare the results with the Genetic 
Algorithms and add the qualitative decision criteria to the 
decision making process.  

We will try in the future improvement of the 
current approach bring an ergonomically perspective and 
environmental side to the block layout. 
 
7. CONCLUSIONS 

We propose in this paper a layout design 
planning methodology. The aim of the approach is the 
construction of a block layout that takes into consideration 
the preferences of the decision maker and the requirements 
of the engineering production process.  

The layout design combines multi-criteria 
decision making with a genetic step methodology. The 
final block layout is represented as levels. These levels 
solve the problem of geometrical structure; the priority 
and the importance of workstations.  

The approach allows the incorporation of 
complicated constraints while developing the layout 
solution.  

For future research, the accuracy of the numerical 
values and linguistic assignment can be improved to 
achieve better results regarding the representation of the 
decision maker preferences. As for the geometrical design 
we can enhance the pattern and include a mathematical 
programming by adding inter-workstation distance or 
dimension and (x,y) coordinates to optimize the total 
closeness. 
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